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Adhesives BK10, BK23 and BK30

BN Walls BK10, BK23 and BK30 are professional adhesives for diff erent kinds of surfaces 
and have been developed to be used with BN’s wide range of products. BK10 and BK23 
are perfect for absorbent surfaces and BK30 for non-absorbent surfaces. All adhesives 
are ready-to-use for application directly to the wall, while BK23 is suitable for wallpaper 
machines and can be applied to the back of the wallpaper. The adhesives are all 
recommended for vinyl wallcovering on paper or non-woven base; BK10 and BK30 are 
also suitable for our wallcovering on a textile base.

BK10

• Adhesive for 
 absorbent surfaces
• Paper, textile and 
 non woven base 
• 10kg bucket

BK23

• Adhesive for 
 absorbent surfaces
• Paper and non-woven 
 base
• Usable for wallpaper  
 machine  
• 12kg bucket

BK30

• Adhesive for 
 non absorbent 
 surfaces 
• Paper, textile and 
 non woven base
• 10kg bucket

BN Walls adhesives and primer for the contract market

Advantages

 Ready-to-use
 Easy to apply
 Spreads easily
 Does not splash
 High yield
 Odourless
 Non-fl ammable
 Solvent free



For the best wallpaper result BN Walls advises the use of a primer. Primer BK15 is 
the perfect primer for all BN Walls wallcovering series in combination with the BK 
adhesives. The purpose is relatively simple: it creates a barrier between your drywall 
and the wallcovering. The wallcovering will adhere to the thin coat of primer and not the 
drywall. Our primer also serves to hide colour. Primer BK15 reduces the absorbency of 
all types of highly absorbent surfaces, reduces air bubbles, makes the wallpaper easy to 
apply and simplifi es the removal aft er years of use. The BK15 is the perfect preparation 
for wallpaper and stimulates an optimal adhesion. BK15 is easy to apply and is lightly 
coloured so you can see to what extend the wall has been treated. 

For orders or more information about our adhesives please contact your sales manager. 
For technical specifi cations see: bnwalls.com/professional/technical-info

BK15

• Preparation for wallcovering
• Equalizes the absorbency on 
 absorbent surfaces
• Does not seal the surface
• Is optimized for wall mounting
• Dries quickly and transparent
• Makes it easy to hang and take  
 off  wallcovering
• 5L jerry can

Primer BK15



BN Walls
The Netherlands

info@bnwalls.com
bnwalls.com/professional

BN International was founded in 1926. 
At first the company focused on 
manufacturing vinyl flooring. In the 1990s its 
focus shifted to, among other things, 
wallpaper and the brand BN Walls was 
launched. BN Walls designs and 
manufactures a broad range of wallpaper 
types for clients all over the world. 
Our products help clients to create the 
perfect ambience in any hotel, office, 
health centre or home.

Dutch design since 1926

It all begins with craftsmanship, 
knowledge and experience. And we have all 
of these qualities in abundance. 
Having our own factory means that we have 
control over the production process and 
know exactly how it works. 
That’s necessary for  ensuring that our 
products always meet the highest quality 
standards. We’re no stranger to 
techniques like gravure, embossing and 
screen printing. In fact, we’re specialists in 
these techniques and many others too.

Design and R&D

Design and R&D play a prominent role at 
BN Walls. We have our own studio and R&D 
department, enabling us to combine the 
creativity of designers with the 
expertise and innovation of our R&D 
professionals. And this combination has 
certainly borne fruit. We regularly 
introduce innovative new collections and 
collaborate with leading names such as 
Marcel Wanders, Viktor&Rolf, the Van Gogh 
Museum and Rivièra Maison.

BN Walls is a brand built on strong 
foundations. A brand that’s got absolutely 
everything covered. Our range consists of 
products made from a variety of materials, 
such as textile and non-woven, and 
products in a variety of price categories. 
We operate in both the contract and 
residential markets for a diverse range of 
target groups, ranging from consumers to 
professionals, such as architects and 
interior designers. Clients can choose 
from no less than 3,000 different designs. 
We also offer a variety of safety and 
sustainability options. A large portion of 
our range is fire-resistant, IMO-certified, 
Bio-Pruf TM and REACH compliant.

Partnerships and service

Like our products, our service also meets 
the very highest standards. Thanks to our 
worldwide network, clients from all over 
the world know that they can count on us. 
But we like to go a step further than 
offering good service, by entering into 
close partnerships with our clients. 
With the benefit of our extensive 
experience, we know how to ensure that 
a project succeeds and how to exceed 
expectations. Whether we’re working 
together to develop a new design or to 
manufacture your design to perfection, we 
will always offer a custom-made solution.

Imagine what your wall can be

For us, a wall is more than just a wall. 
It’s an opportunity to develop wallpaper 
that’s perfectly suited to a particular room. 
Wallpaper that ideally matches the room’s 
function and projects the right 
ambience. This is a special process that 
we like to share with our clients. 
Experience has shown that it always 
begins with the same basic aim: 
Imagine what your wall can be.

BN Walls Everything covered


